The Global Soap Project
Recycling Soap, Serving the Community

Jonathan Kawauchi and Dara Nafiu

It took four men five minutes another man stepped forward to take responsibility. Whether or not he was guilty, he received the same punishment as the eight other community members. Indications of instability in Uganda including events like these forced the little boy and his family to move to Kenya as refugees. Eventually, his father sent him to the United States to be raised by a woman in Philadelphia where he would follow in his father's footsteps in the soap industry.

The same man, Derek Kayongo, walked over to the auditorium stage just Monday dressed in a suit whose color scheme and button placement was only a taste of the charismatic personality of its owner. Tall and bearded, he recalls moments of his childhood in an African accent that revealed bits and pieces of a British one buried not too far underneath as I tried to decode what color his suit really was. Was it Navy? Maroon? Purple? I conclude that it was so abundant.

He focused idea was that working for the good of the people around you will be more times rewarding than working for your own benefit. In the West, those obsessed with the pursuit of success often forget about the community around them. He asked that people regardless of color and gender work hard and create environments free of discrimination where this hard work can take place.

Good bygone is something we often take for granted in the West. In regions of Africa where cleaning supplies are scarce, the waste of so much soap was devastating to Derreck, so he decided to do something about it. This experience at the hotel inspired him to create a business which benefitted counting less others around the world. Making soap to soap easier also meant, for the communities which Derreck served, better access to education.

The cost of discrimination is high," he said, closing out his talk by encouraging us to work for the sake of the community.

Although he was relieved to find that campus apartments would have their hopes of getting to class a few minutes earlier, he also feared that the little boy would be caught in the audiorium stage Monday morning, he would charge him extra for the bars of soap he went to the concierge and complained that there was only one kind of soap where he lived. The concierge laughed and said, "Derreck, don't worry about it; it's included in your room charge and everybody does it anyway." Although he was relieved to find that the extra soap did not cost him anything, a new problem occurred to him. What do they do with the unfinished soap after the guests leave? When he consulted the concierge about this, he was informed that they throw it away. It saddened Derreck to hear about all of this waste, especially after his experiences as a refugee in Kenya where soap was a precious.
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Upcoming Events

Academics
• Jan 28—Life after Rose Hulman
• Jan 28—BIC Welding 2
• Jan 29—BIC Shop Practices - Bench, Lathe, Mill
• Jan 30—Leading through Change
• Jan 30—SAB Make it Take it
• Jan 30—“The Why is Bigger than the How”
  ➔ Guest Speaker Dr. Maura Cullen
• Jan 30—Math Seminar
• Feb 01—Final date to drop a course

Sports
• Jan 30—Women’s Basketball - Hanover
• Jan 30—Men’s Basketball - Hanover
• Feb 01—Track at DePauw
• Feb 01—Track at Illinois Wesleyan
• Feb 02—Swimming and Diving at Hanover

Other
• Jan 29—Tea with Anne
• Jan 31—Rose Drama Club - A Musical Comedy

Source: My Rose Hulman

Riddle of the Week:
Not born, but from a Mother's body drawn, I hang until half of me is gone. I sleep in a cave until I grow old, then valued for my hardened gold. What am I?

Come to our C-Thinking info session on Thursday at 7:30 in M103 for the answer! For more info contact: hendrick@rose-hulman.edu

Last Weeks Answer: Gloves

Off Campus Living for Rose Hulman Students

Studio 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments for rent
3 bed, 2 bath Condo on lake for rent

Give Nikki Gibson
A Call Today!
(812) 234-4884
(812) 249-6699
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The December 22, 2018 government shutdown marked the 10th and overall longest government shutdown in US history with a current tally of 35 days. Since then, an unprecedented cost to government functions has occurred, with the closest reference being the 21 day 2013 shutdown during the Obama administration which cost $2.1 billion. Fortunately, last Friday on January 25th, President Trump announced and signed a bill to reopen the federal government for three weeks until February 15th.

In the 34 days of no pay for non-essential government employees, an estimated 90% of government workers, about 800,000, went without pay. Within the past two weeks, a sharp increase in employee sick days was felt as national parks were trespassed without the park rangers and flights were delayed due to a lack of air traffic controllers. With the reopening of government, funding is also available to give back pay “quickly or as soon as possible”, according to the president, to the furloughed government employees who have been working through the shutdown.

Alongside employee pay, several departments are now set to reopen. Those that were directly affected by the shutdown include: Agriculture, Commerce, Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, Interior, Justice, State, Transportation and Treasury. National parks and museums will also reopen as soon as Tuesday, Jan. 29.

The biggest barrier to a full government reopening is the issue of funding for a border wall. In order to address this within the next three weeks, the House and Senate voted to establish a bicameral, bipartisan committee to negotiate funding for the Department of Homeland Security composed of Republican Senators Richard Shelby, Shelley Moore Capito, John Hoeven and Roy Blunt, as well as Democratic Senators Patrick Leahy, Dick Durbin and Tom Carper. President Trump had high hopes for cooperation on a bill to support funding of the border wall stating, “I really feel that in working with Democrats and Republicans, we can make a truly great and secure deal for everyone, walls should not be controversial.” He added that the wall he wanted to build was not “medieval”, but that it would be a “smart wall.” Recently Trump has been easing on his expectations of told reporters Friday evening.

With the majority of his announcement focusing on the shut down, it was good news for everyone, the president still hasn’t ruled out declaring a national emergency if deal cannot be reached in order to build the wall. “We’ll work with the Democrats and negotiate and if we can’t do that, then we’ll do it—obviously we’ll do the emergency because that’s what it is. It’s a national emergency,” Trump said.

Earlier this month over in England, Prince Philip (husband of Queen Elizabeth II) was involved in a car accident. The Duke of Edinburgh was uninjured, and passengers of the other vehicle were treated for minor injuries. Admitted to a hospital per protocol, all ham estates just two days after the accident. He has since apologized to the other people involved in the crash. Though Prince Philip has officially retired from public appearances, it seems that he will continue to drive.
Lauren Wiseman  
Staff Writer

Last year, I did something I had never done before: I predicted the Oscars. I had always followed the discussions about the various Academy Awards but rarely thought about how the 90th Academy Awards would shake out. Last year, I thought it would be fun to take a stab at predicting the Oscars. I read some articles about previous predictions, and after a few weeks of research, I decided to roll the dice. I tackled the task with great enthusiasm, but by the end of the year, I did not look at all like a winner. Now, I do not think it is fair to compare this year’s predictions to last year’s. I have learned a few things over the past year: the process of submitting for Academy Awards is a little different this year, and I am not the only one who has been reading about the various categories. I am always on the lookout for new information about the Oscars. Last year, I was able to correctly predict the Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Original Screenplay categories. This year, I am hoping to do even better.

Entertainment strides this year.

Leading into the Academy Awards, the film industry has taken immense strides this year. As the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (AMPAS) announced the Best Picture nominees for the 93rd Academy Awards, there were a few surprises. In previous years, we have seen a predictable list of nominees, with a few films standing out as clear favorites. This year, however, the list of nominees is much more diverse, with a variety of films competing for the top honor.

I think the Academy Awards are going to be different this year. In previous years, we have seen a predictable list of nominees, with a few films standing out as clear favorites. This year, however, the list of nominees is much more diverse, with a variety of films competing for the top honor.
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Mexican Food in Terre Haute
Get Something Good to Eat

Terre Haute. Known for both the most well-liked Mexican food restaurants our town has to offer. I did so to give some commentary about two of the true opposing forces of Mexican food in Terre Haute. The places I took a visit to are the famous Chava's Mexican Grill and one of the Various Real Haciendas around town.

First on the list of restaurants is Chava's Mexican grill, located on Wabash about 12 minutes from Rose-Hulman's campus. This Restaurant is by far and away one of the most well-known places in Terre Haute. Known for both their burritos and Hours of service this restaurant is especially popular among the students of Rose-Hulman and Indiana State University alike. For those who aren't familiar with the establishment should know that it operates in a very similar fashion to popular Mexican fast food chains such as Chipotle, Moe's, Qdoba, offering a la carte service with all of their toppings and sauces for your meal of choice. This means that it is fast food although, the quality of food is on an entirely new level. Anyone that has been to this restaurant may as well give up buying a burrito anywhere else as the food here puts others to shame. As if this wasn't the best thing about this restaurant they also are open from 11am until 3am Monday through Wednesday, from 11am to 4am on Thursday through Saturday they are open from 11am to midnight. The late night Chava's run has become a staple to anyone looking for food past midnight and the food never seems to disappoint.

One of the greatest things about Terre Haute is its large selection of food that we have around town. From Italian to Japanese food Terre Haute never ceases to have a lack of variety of food. Which is why one look for food past midnight run has become a staple to anyone that has been to this restaurant they also are open from 11am until 3am Monday through Wednesday, from 11am to 4am on Thursday through Saturday they are open from 11am to midnight. The late night Chava's run has become a staple to anyone looking for food past midnight and the food never seems to disappoint.

Forget Chipotle, Chavas has the best burrito in town.

Photos Courtesy of foodnetwork.com

Lifestyle

Perfect Poundcake
Get Some Friends Together and Avoid the Cold With This Treat

Recipe Courtesy of yellowblissroad.com

Ingredients

- 1 cup butter room temperature
- 2 cups granulated sugar
- 4 large eggs
- 1 tablespoon vanilla extract
- 2 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
- 1/2 teaspoon baking powder
- 1/2 teaspoon baking soda
- 1/2 teaspoon salt
- 1 cup milk
- fresh berries for garnish

Directions

1. Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Grease and flour a 12-cup bundt pan. Tap out any excess flour.
2. In a large mixing bowl, add butter and sugar. Beat on medium with a hand mixer until creamed.
3. Add the vanilla extract and the eggs one at a time. Beat each egg in before adding the next. Scrape the sides of the bowl.
4. In a separate bowl, add in the flour, baking powder, baking soda, and salt. Whisk to combine.
5. Measure out the milk.
6. Alternately add the flour and milk always starting and ending with the flour. I added the flour in 3 parts and the milk in 2 parts. Scrape down the sides and mix to combine.
7. Pour the batter into the prepared bundt pan. Spread it out evenly in the pan using a spatula.
8. Place into the oven and bake for 1 hour to 1 hour and 15 minutes or until a toothpick comes out clean.
9. Let cool for 5 minutes and turn out onto a cake plate. Let it rest for another 5 minutes. Tap the bundt pan with a knife to help loosen the cake from the pan.
10. Garnish with fresh berries.

A timeless treat that has existed for centuries.

Photos Courtesy of imbaker.net
Opinions

Covington Students and Narratives

Aidan Mundler
Staff Writer

For 37 years, Greece has blocked Macedonia’s entry into both the European Union and NATO by not recognizing it as a country. However, that feud ended Friday when the Greek parliament voted for an agreement to rename the country “North Macedonia.” A simple change on the surface, but with huge consequences.

Greek citizens did not want this to occur between students from extremely proud of their heritage (and proud to be Greek). Not to mention that this is how is and has been called Macedonia for some time, and when their neighbors to the north chose Macedonia as their name, there were concerns of territorial and wouldn’t stop there. During the vote for the deal, protests swarmed around the parliament building, while police forces armed with flashlights and tear gas stood outside to hold them back.

So far, in a democratic coun
try, the officials in the government are elected to protect the interests of the people. That’s not to say that
some officials didn’t, as the vote was very close: 133 to 146. However, when your decision is the opposite of what the people want, and several hundred or thousand people are just outside protesting, and no other people are threatening your death, wouldn’t you say it’s time to change your mind?

Personally, if the big deal was the name Macedonia, why didn’t Greece change it to something totally new? Obviously, the public doesn’t want the place to be called Macedonia at all, so how hard would it have been to meet with Macedonian leaders and negotiate a completely new name? You know what I mean, as I was trying this previou

Macedonia’s name to North Macedonia is the same thing as having Virginia and West Virginia. They’re different only by the name. In the event of the original, I would probably save everyone all the trouble and just up with a compromise for a completely new name that doesn’t have anything to do with Macedoni
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Staff Writer
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A Mess in Macedonia
Standout Performers

Charlie Aimone
Trey Sykes

Ally Bromenschenkel
Debie Gedeon

RHIT SPORTS SCHEDULES

Track & Field

Dec 18: @ University Of Kent-
ucky
Jan 11: @ RHIT
Jan 12: @ Bloomington, Ill
Jan 18: @ Valparaiso, Ind
Jan 19: @ Grand Rapids, Mich
Jan 25: @ Franklin Community
Middle School
Feb 2: @ RHIT
Feb 14-16: @ Vigo County Aquat-
ic Center

Swimming & Diving

Dec 18: @ University Of Kent-
ucky
Jan 11: @ RHIT
Jan 12: @ Bloomington, Ill
Jan 18: @ Valparaiso, Ind
Jan 19: @ Grand Rapids, Mich
Jan 25: @ Franklin Community
Middle School
Feb 2: @ RHIT
Feb 14-16: @ Vigo County Aquat-
ic Center

Basketball

Dec 1: @ University Of Ken-
tucky
Jan 11: @ RHIT
Jan 12: @ Bloomington, Ill
Jan 18: @ Valparaiso, Ind
Jan 19: @ Grand Rapids, Mich
Jan 25: @ Franklin Community
Middle School
Feb 2: @ RHIT
Feb 14-16: @ Vigo County Aquat-
ic Center

Men

Dec 5: Mt. St. Joseph
Dec 8: Transylvania
Dec 15: Manchester
Dec 19: Chicago
Jan 2: Hanover
Jan 5: Earlham
Jan 9: Franklin
Jan 12: Bluffton
Jan 16: Anderson
Jan 19: Defiance
Jan 23: Mt. St. Joseph
Jan 26: Transylvania
Jan 30: Hanover
Feb 2: Bluffton
Feb 6: Franklin
Feb 9: Earlham
Feb 13: Anderson
Feb 16: Manchester

Women

Dec 5: Mt. St. Joseph
Dec 8: Transylvania
Dec 15: Manchester
Dec 19: Chicago
Jan 2: Hanover
Jan 5: Earlham
Jan 9: Franklin
Jan 12: Bluffton
Jan 16: Anderson
Jan 19: Defiance
Jan 23: Mt. St. Joseph
Jan 26: Transylvania
Jan 30: Hanover
Feb 2: Bluffton
Feb 6: Franklin
Feb 9: Earlham
Feb 13: Anderson
Feb 16: Manchester

Unfortunately the Men’s Basketball team did not pull out a win against Transylvania. The team was down three starters due to injury. Their record now stands at 13-6 and 9-3 in conference.

Transylvania 35
Rebounds 21
Assists 11
Turnovers 25
Pts Off Turnovers 13

Rose-Hulman 25
Rebounds 16
Assists 12
Turnovers 13
Pts Off Turnovers 70

Basketball 1 2 Final
Transylvania 35 21 21 81
Rose-Hulman 25 16 13 70

Standout Performers

Charlie Aimone
Trey Sykes

Much like their male counterparts the Women’s bas-
ketball team lost to Transylvania. Ally Bromenschenkel was the highest scorer on the team with 21 points. The team’s record now stands at 13-6 and 10-2 in conference.

Transylvania 31
Rebounds 31
Assists 10
Turnovers 9
Pts off Turnovers 13

Rose-Hulman 16 13 10 8 47

Basketball 1 2 3 4 Final
Transylvania 31 21 7 11 61
Rose-Hulman 16 13 10 8 47

Standout Performers

Ally Bromenschenkel
Debie Gedeon

At Illinois Wesleyan University the Rose-Hulman came away with 12 event wins. The men were even able to get a team victory. 10 different members of the team accomplished wins in a variety of events. For the men, Colin Beach won the 500-freestyle and Jared Brown won the 200-backstroke, among others from their fellow teammates. The women had Michelle Reese and Michaela Kivett victorious in the 1-meter diving and 3- meter diving events respectively.

Standout Performers

Hailey Hoover
Sports Editor

In the Engineer Invitational the Rose-Track and Field Team was able to win 12 events. The men came in first and the women came in second. This was also Senior Day and 15 athletes were honored. Including the Rose team there were seven teams that took part in the day. The Engineers are back in action Friday February first.

Hailey Hoover
Sports Editor

Hailey Hoover
Sports Editor
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1. Superlike them on Tinder
2. Slide into those LinkedIn DMs
3. Slide into those Handshake DMs - that’s how they’ll know you’re serious
4. Airdrop them a meme
5. Follow their premium Snapchat
6. Donate to their Twitch stream
7. Key their car with your deets
8. Show up at their front door with a boombox on your shoulder
9. Befriend their mom
10. Have pizza delivered to their house
11. Offer to carry their stack of other resumes (and promptly drop them in the lake)
12. Take them out onto the lake to break the ice
13. Leave them a voicemail of you singing Baby Shark
14. Ask them what their love language is
15. Write your GPA on the back of a napkin - “What’s 0.80?”

“I was never good with numbers.”
- Dr. Allen Holder

"It’s wrong, pick me up, call the ambulance before you leave.”
- Dr. Marc Herniter

WACKY PROF QUOTES

“I was never good with numbers.”
- Dr. Allen Holder

"If it’s wrong, pick me up, call the ambulance before you leave.”
- Dr. Marc Herniter

"Get smarter, not harder.”

Suspected Russian Interference in the Recent SGA Elections

One of our very own investigative reporters has recently discovered traces of Russian interference in the SGA elections that occurred last week.

It was found that Russian agents attempted to infiltrate My Rose Hulman, and post articles on the website that would lead users to vote for their preferred candidate, who would implement pro-Russia SGA policies, such as implementing weekly EIT check-ins, where EIT would inspect and copy all data from every student’s laptop, and upload them to a server based somewhere else.

These agents had a couple problems though. First, the candidate that they had wanted for SGA president had just failed out of Rose last quarter. Unfortunately, Statics I had been too much of a barrier to overcome.

They also had to figure out how to make students use My Rose Hulman more, as otherwise the pro-Russia posts would not be seen by enough of the campus. In order to force students to use My Rose Hulman more, these Russian agents embedded sleeper agents within the administration, who would, when activated, promote the use of My Rose Hulman. This can be seen in the recently passed legislation in the SGA senate, which makes all SGA funded clubs post notifications of their events on My Rose Hulman.

We did not reach out to the SGA executive board, as we feared that they may have already been compromised by the Russian agents. Beware students, for Russian agents have firmly entered the campus of Rose-Hulman. Who knows what they will do next? They might even try to replace the president of this prestigious institution with a pro-Russia president, and we truly will have entered the darkest timeline.
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Top 10 Ways to Follow Up With Your Recruiter
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3. Slide into those Handshake DMs - that’s how they’ll know you’re serious
4. Airdrop them a meme
5. Follow their premium Snapchat
6. Donate to their Twitch stream
7. Key their car with your deets
8. Show up at their front door with a boombox on your shoulder
9. Befriend their mom
10. Have pizza delivered to their house

National Freedom Day
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Bubble Gum Day

Heard Round Campus

“Get smarter, not harder.”
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One of our very own investigative reporters has recently discovered traces of Russian interference in the SGA elections that occurred last week.

It was found that Russian agents attempted to infiltrate My Rose Hulman, and post articles on the website that would lead users to vote for their preferred candidate, who would implement pro-Russia SGA policies, such as implementing weekly EIT check-ins, where EIT would inspect and copy all data from every student’s laptop, and upload them to a server based somewhere else.

These agents had a couple problems though. First, the candidate that they had wanted for SGA president had just failed out of Rose last quarter. Unfortunately, Statics I had been too much of a barrier to overcome.

They also had to figure out how to make students use My Rose Hulman more, as otherwise the pro-Russia posts would not be seen by enough of the campus. In order to force students to use My Rose Hulman more, these Russian agents embedded sleeper agents within the administration, who would, when activated, promote the use of My Rose Hulman. This can be seen in the recently passed legislation in the SGA senate, which makes all SGA funded clubs post notifications of their events on My Rose Hulman.
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